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Call of 130th May Day:

Fight to End the Rule by the Capital
     The workers throughout the world are observing the international workers day –May Day- pledging
to act from the inspiration drawn from the 1866 incident in May to realize their demands by waging
struggles against the capitalist system. This is the occasion for the workers to review their conditions
and their struggles to change them into the best social system that is socialism.

The world capitalist system is facing one crisis after another. It is intensifying its exploitation
of workers and toiling masses throughout the world and plundering the resources of the backward
countries. It is abetting the all the reactionary ruling classes throughout the world to perpetuate its
hegemony. As a result, the toiling masses, the creators of wealth, are being thrown into unemployment,
misery and hunger, while the few handful of rich are becoming richer every day.

In India, the conditions of workers is deteriorating with every passing day. Incessant attacks
are continuously being made on the hard owned rights of the workers in the form of reduction of
real wages, denying benefits like PF, ESI and others, retrenchment, contractisation and out-sourcing
of the work and so on.  The peasantry, the main force among the toiling masses is being exploited
ruthlessly and being thrown out of their livelihood that is the land by the imperialist dictated policies
of the Indian ruling classes. The feudal exploitation of the rural poor is being abetted by the big
bourgeoisie and throwing the lives of the rural poor into misery and hunger and forced suicide
deaths. Thus big bourgeois and landlord classes and imperialism became impediments for the progress
of Indian society.
      The people all over the world are seething with anger over the deteriorating conditions of life
and work. We are witnessing various workers struggles on massive scale in various countries of the
world.  In India, the working class is fighting against exploitation and oppression in various forms.
Various struggles conducted by peasants in various parts of our country for remunerative prices,
against forcible acquisition of their land, for creating irrigation facilities and immediate relief measure
at the time calamities like drought and floods etc. indicates that unless the agrarian crisis, land
question are resolved one cannot hope for better conditions for the entire toiling and oppressed
people of India.
      The Indian ruling classes are using the notorious divide and rule policy to weaken the unity and
struggles of the people. They are dividing the people using religion, caste, region by raking up
chauvinism. At the same time they are employing the so-called populist schemes to create illusions
among the people in order to weaken their resolve to fight. More than this, they are unleashing their
repressive machinery on the people and their struggles and trampling their democratic rights.
     Thus it has become the urgent task of workers of India
1. To unite and organize themselves into a class;
2. To forge unity with peasants and lead the struggles of all exploited and oppressed masses;
3. To lead the entire people of India to achieve new democratic revolution.

In the light of historical necessity to take up such tasks, the workers of India shall not take the
importance of May Day in lighter vein, nor observe it as a formality, but view it and treat it as a day
of international workers to take serious pledges to end capitalist exploitation, imperialism and
surviving pre-capitalist forms of exploitation by forging the unity of all toiling classes to achieve
the victory of new democratic revolution in India. Let us pledge so in 130th May Day!

Long Live the Unity of Workers!
Long-live May Day!
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- Down! Down! The capitalist imperialism! Down! Down! Reactionaries!
- Down! Down Imperialism, aggressions and wars!
- Down! Down Imperialism, regressivism and religious bigotry!
- Let us all the workers, oppressed people and downtrodden races, unitedly fight against

imperialism and against reactionaries!
- Let us support the peoples struggles of the countries for independence and against imperialist

Hegemonism
- Let us fly high    the flag of the unity of workers, peasantry and oppressed people!

Awake and arise the people in abject poverty!
Awake and arise in the four corners of the world!

The proletariat has shown the path!
The path of liberation stands high!

The crooked-hypocritic traditions of the generations
Shall now be totally annihilated!
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